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Highly energetic and result oriented personality with extensive analysis
responsibility. Outstanding managing skills, team-work oriented with a strong sense
of deadlines.

EXPERIENCE
Production Planning Manager III
ABC Corporation - 2010 – 2012
 Delivered high-performance products and superior customer service.
 Ensured the effective use of resources across three different facilities
in order to deliver the right product, in the right quantity, at the right
time for up to $30M worth of business each month.
 Supervised a team of production control specialists, responsible for
setting all finished goods inventory levels for the plant; manage
accurate scheduling of ship dates for all incoming orders for the plant,
with around 150 separate line items daily, each requiring a unique
ship date.
 Provided the best lead time in the industry for customers while
maintaining a minimal calculated inventory, consider the voice of the
customer as well as the best interests of the plant.
 Utilized PFEP and six sigma statistical techniques on a weekly basis;
regularly conduct tours for customers and parent company
management.
 Administered and optimized the setting of the plants finished goods
inventory levels, with around 400 active part numbers.
 Ensured accurate BOMs and routers for all part numbers.

Production Planning Manager
Delta Corporation - 1984 – 1986










Computerized Machining Services specializes in the production of
semi-conductor and super-collider components exclusively for Applied
Engineering, KLA.
Production Planning Manager 2004 - 2005 Forecasted, created, and
distributed work center loading dispatch lists and work orders for
specific customers.
Production Planning - Led production planning team in the creation of
a weekly schedule that best-utilized manufacturing resources as well
as the met customers.
Customer Service - Managed flow of goods between manufacturing
facilities and distribution centers as well as an identified root cause
and corrective.
Inventory Control - Managed daily/weekly activities to hit inventory
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cost targets while balancing production-related costs (manpower,
resource.
Include Production planning for eight Tyson locations and one nonTyson location (Vlasic) Management of over 700 product brands (Code
Requests/.
This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant
to your current role.

EDUCATION


MBA - (Northeastern University - Boston, MA)

SKILLS
Lean Manufacturing, Continuous Improvement, Leadership Development, Supply
Chain Management, Safety, Shipping And Receiving, Organizational Development.
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